JETRO and Nagoya University have organized a business workshop that involves several local Japanese companies! These companies are interested in expanding their businesses to different countries, and you will be more than welcome to participate in engaging discussions for major business decisions! All NU students are welcome!

**MARCH 16, 2017**

- 14:00 – 16:30 (OPEN FROM 13:40)
- **NAGOYA UNIVERSITY NATIONAL INNOVATION COMPLEX (NIC)**
  3RD FLOOR, MEETING ROOM

- **Company Introduction**
- **Group Work (5-6 groups)**
- **Presentation**
- **16:00**
- **Comments & Interaction**
- **16:30**

- **Discussion about international business activities and propose your fresh idea!**
- **Invitation to the related factories! (Factory Visit on March 7th, 8:45-15:00)**

Please apply per e-mail ➡ globalevent@aip.nagoya-u.ac.jp

Subject: WS for business practice
Contents: Your Name, Academic Year, Affiliation/Major, and Nationality
Describe Your Career Prospect

**Deadline: February 24 (Fri)**
Pre-Session on March 3 (Fri) and Factory Visit on March 7 (Tue)